Let G denote a metric locally compact abelian (LCA) group, with translation-invariant metric d, and character group T. We shall choose Haar measures X, 9 for G, T respectively so that PlanchereFs theorem is valid.
It will be necessary to specify metrics for various standard groups, together with their finite products and homomorphic images. The real line R will be taken with its usual Euclidean metric. For any infinite first countable 0-dimensional LCA group G we take a neighbourhood basis (VQ at zero consisting of a strictly decreasing sequence of compact open subgroups of G (for the existence of such a basis see [4, (7. It is easy to verify that d so obtained is a translation-invariant metric on G which generates the given topology. In the particular case when G = Aa, the group of a-adic integers, where a = (a0,ax,... ) and each an is an integer greater than 1, we take the previous metric defined with respect to the basis (A"); here A" is the compact open subgroup of Aa given by A" = {x G Aa: xk = 0 for k < n).
Given metric LCA groups iG,d), iG',d'), the product group G X G' will always be metrised by d"((x,x'),(y,y')) = max{d(x,y),d'(x',y')}.
If H is a closed subgroup of G we metrise the quotient group G/H by d*(x + H,y + H) = inf{d(a,b): a E x + H,b E y + H}.
The character group rGxG-of a product G X G' is topologically isomorphic with the product rc X TG,; a typical element [y,y'| of rGxG-is defined by \y,y'\((x,x')) = y(x)y'(x'), (x,x') E GxG',
where y E TG, y' E TG-. Given sets T C TG, T' C rG-we shall write
[T,T] = {[y,y']: y e T,y' E T'}.
If H is a closed subgroup of G then the character group TG,H of G/H is topologically isomorphic with A(T, H) (the annihilator of H in T) where, to each y E A(T,H), there corresponds y+ E TG,H such that
Given E C A(T, H) we write Z+ ={y+ ETG/H:yEZ).
We shall also denote by 77W the natural homomorphism of G onto G/H. The theorems of Jackson and Bernstein (see [6, Proof. Firstly we note that, with a slight modification of the proof, the lemma in [1] is valid for any LCA group (consider weak*-cluster points rather than weak*-convergent subsequences). This guarantees that for each n there exists t* G L^G) for which E^(p;f) = \\f -t*\\p. By assumption 11/-?"*!!,< BB°+X for some constant B > 0. Defining sx = tx*; sn-t*-t*_x (n G (2,3,...})
we have (recall that (Bn) is decreasing) k l|p < II'* -f% + 11/ " '*-] WP < 2BB« (n G {2,3,...}).
Hence we can find B' > 0 such that for all n G {1,2,...} (1) \\sn\\p<B'Ban.
Now 22-i sk = '* converges in LP(G) to/as n -* oo. Consequently, for any a G G, Ta(2£=i sk) " 2£=i J* converges in 11(G) to rj -f as n -* co, and co m co (2) k/-/^ < 2 lka** -jjjp < 2 llv, -sk\ + 2 2 IkII,-
The proof of [2, Theorem 1.3] can be adapted to show that \\rask-sk\\p< 4^9(3%)/9(Tk)^j «fc(a)|Ml.
<4^'/2Cj8,-1c/(a,0)||5jt he last step using (a) and (c) above. A combination of (1), (2) It was shown in [1] that every locally compact metric 0-dimensional abelian group G will admit such families; here we take (Bn) to be any sequence of positive numbers smaller than 1 that satisfy (b) for some p E (0,1), and put
Other examples of groups admitting families {Tn}^°=1, (Bn) as above will be obtained from finite products and homomorphic images of 0-dimensional groups and the real line. In general for finite products we have < r,KK'9(rn)9'(Tn) = KK'9"(\\,Tn\), where 17 is some positive constant. □ Our corresponding result for homomorphic images is a little more restrictive; here we consider G/H, where H is a compact subgroup of G. 
.). "
A metric d* will be given for Ea according to the specifications in the beginning of this paper. We assert that the families {Tn}^L,, (Bn) satisfy It follows that if / E Lip^a for some a > 0 then (4) EqJLfJ) = Oifi").
Combining (4) Obtaining an analogous result for finite dimensional groups is a little more involved. First we see from [5, Lemma 1] that a finite dimensional compact metric abelian group is topologically isomorphic with (Af X 2dimG)///, where a is chosen so that Q is the character group of Sa, Af is the direct product of countably many copies of Aa, dim G is the (finite) topological dimension of G, and H is a closed 0-dimensional subgroup of Af X 2dim G. Note that Af X Sg1™0 is compact, and hence so is H. To match this result with Theorem 1 we require that (6) V" = ilAiT^,%n),\Qn]dimG] n AiT^x^mC,H))+.
As part of the proof of (6) we appeal to the following general result:
Lemma. Let G be an LCA group, with a closed subgroup H and an open subgroup %. Then, for any T C TG,
%,(%)((? n a(tg>h))+) <= ""(K(T) n A(L\,^i n H))+). so that o^(%)(x+) = *-~(<>%(x)+)-□ Unfortunately the inclusion reverse to that in (7) does not seem to hold in general. However we can establish (the special case) (6) quite easily as follows; consider tj e Vn and write r/ = y+, where y £ A^^^^^amcH).
We this gives the required result. Now that we know that (6) holds we can appeal to (5) and Theorems 1, 2, and 3 (the metric on A^ is chosen with respect to the basis (%,)) to obtain, once more under the assumption that Bn+X = jiBn for n = 1,2,...: Theorem 6. Let G be a finite dimensional compact metric abelian group. With the notation above we have that for a G (0, 1) given, f G Lip a if and only if E\/n(p\f) = OiB") where, for p = 00, f is taken to be continuous.
